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Chapter 45 

Mladen Dolar 

THE LINGUISTICS OF THE VOICE 

T
HE VOi CE APPEARS TO BE THI: MOST familiar thing. When Isa, "voice," 
when I use this word without further qualification, then th: most immediate 

thing that comes to mind is no doubt the most usual one: the omnipresent use of the 
voice in our everyday communication. We use our voices, and we listen to voices, at 
every moment; all our social life is mediated by the voice, and situations where 
reading and v.1Titing actually takl" r as I.he medium of our :ociability ar", a LI thing: 
onsidt>r cl, mu b le ·s · mmon and limit cl th Internet notwithstancHng), e .n 

t.h ugh, in a dilferent and less tangible sense, our social b ing depend.� very much on
the lctt r, the lellcr r the law-w wiU m . ba k to that. w(' onstantly inbabi t tJ,c
universe of voices, we are continuously bombarded by voices, we have to make our
daily way through a jungle of voices, and we have to use all kinds of machetes and
compasses so as not to get lost. There are the voices of other people, the voices
of music, the voices of media, 1 our own voice intermingled with the lot. All those
voices are shouting, whi pering, crying, care. sing, thr atening, imploring, seducing,
commanding, pleading, pra ing, hypnotizing, confessing, terrorizing, declaring ...
-w an irnmcrHatcly see a diffi alty Jnt whi .h any trealm nl of the \7 i runs:
namel , that tJ1c vocabulary i · inad c1ualc. Th vocabular I ma well cHstinguish
nuances f meaning, buL words fail us when we are faced with the infiniLe shades of
the voice, which infinitely 'XC ed m anjng. It is not that our vo bulary is scanty and
its I I i ·ncy should lie rem died: fa ed with the voice, words structurally fail.

All those voices rise over the multitude of sounds and noises, another even
wilder and wider jungle: sounds of nature, sounds of machines and technology.
Civilization announces its progress by a lot of noise, and the more it progresses the
noisier it gets. The dividing line between the two-voice and noise as well as nature
and culture-is often elusive and uncertain. We have already seen in the Introduction
[see original publication] that the voice can be produced by machines, so that there
opens a zone of undecidability, of a between-the-two, an intermediacy, which will be,
as we shall see, one of the paramount features of the voice.
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